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always on target. 
Atibal®  

At-mrD 
Instructions for Use 

I. DESCRIPTION 

The AT-MRD is light, small, and exceptionally tough. This mini is             

perfect as a primary sight or paired on top of your favorite optic.     

Unlike cheaper mini red dots the AT-MRD has defined clicks for         

adjustments and does not need any special tools to adjust the            

windage or elevation.  The AT-MRD is designed to be used with both 

eyes open to maintain accuracy through full peripheral vision and 

depth perception. Featuring a digital button with five reticle bright-

ness setting, the AT-MRD utilizes a powerful bright red dot for your 

target.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

II. POWERING ON/OFF & BRIGHTNESS SETTINGS 

To turn the AT-MRD on, press the brightness () button once. To 

cycle through the five brightness settings, continue pressing the 

brightness button until you reach your desired brightness level. To 

power OFF, depress the brightness button for two full seconds until 

the dot disappears. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The brightness setting features a memory function. This means 

that the sight will power on at the same brightness setting it pow-

ered off at. 

The AT-MRD features a one-hour auto-shut off.  

 

Power On/Off  

& Brightness Adjustment 

III. BATTERY 

To install or replace the CR2032 battery, use the provided Allen 

Wrench to remove the two screws on the top of the AT-MRD. Once 

screws are removed, detach the AT-MRD from it’s base to expose 

the battery beneath the sight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remove the installed battery and replace with a new battery,                        

positive (+) side visible. Place back on the base and screw in the con-

nection screws from the top of the AT-MRD until secure. 

See expected battery life on page two of instructions based on 

settings used. The AT-MRD features an auto-shut off after one hour. 

ATIBAL AT-MRD
Magnification 1x
Eye Relief Unlimited
Dot Size 5 MOA
Adjustment 1 MOA
Reticle Color RED
Reticle Brightness 5 Settings
Objective Lens Size 25 x 17 mm
Parallax Setting Parallax Free
Illumination Source 1x CR2032 Battery
Lifetime Warranty YES
Shock Proof YES
Water Resistant YES
Full Metal Casting YES
Includes 20mm Mount YES
Weight (with mount) 2.6 ounces
Weight (without mount) 1.4 ounces
Length 1.9 inches

Brightness Mode Hours

Level 1 2000-3000

Level 2 1000-2000

Level 3 400-500

Level 4 100-200

Level 5 30-40

Normal Use Continuous 

Battery Life

Top screws to access battery 
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Windage Adjustment 

Elevation Adjustment 

V. WINDAGE & ELEVATION ADJUSTMENT 

The AT-MRD features adjustable elevation and windage dials with 

1 MOA clicks. Adjust the windage and elevation as needed to 

achieve zero using a flat head screwdriver or similar tool. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. ZEROING THE SIGHT 

After mounting, an initial sight-in of the AT-MRD at short range 

(10-15 yards) will be helpful. Final sight-in should be done at the 

desired distance (typically 50-100 yards). 

Fire a three-shot group as precisely as possible at short range            

(10-15 yards). Using the center of the three-shot group as a             

reference, make the necessary adjustments for windage and  

elevation correction. Turning the windage adjustment                        

counterclockwise will move the dot to the left, clockwise will 

move the dot to the right. Turning the elevation adjustment 

counterclockwise will move the dot down, clockwise will move 

the dot up. 

VII.  MOUNTING 

CAUTION: The thumbscrew knob must be tightened using fingers 

only. The thumbscrews are designed to   remain tight if installed 

firmly with fingers only.   An  additional 1/8 to 1/4 turn may be 

applied with a coin or screwdriver if desired (do not tighten            

farther or use   pliers). Do not apply thread locking compound to   

thumbscrews (attachment knobs) or permanent damage to the 

mount base and knob will result. ALWAYS INSTALL THE SIGHT THE 

EXACT SAME WAY TO ENSURE ZERO  RETENTION (RETURN TO 

ZERO—SAME KNOB PRESSURE SUCH AS FINGER TIGHT PLUS 1/4 

TURN).  

1. Loosen thumbscrew knob and pull the interface clamp bar 

back against the knob. 

2. Place the AT-MRD onto the rail surface. Be sure to engage 

the interface studs into the grooves on the top  mounting  

surface. The sight can be placed in any of the slots on top of 

the weapon to allow for eye relief adjustments. If you need 

to retain the same zero, place the sight into the same slots 

on each installation.  

 

 

 

2. Tighten the thumbscrew knobs firmly using fingers only and 

then add another 1/4 turn using a coin or screwdriver. The slots 

on the knobs are only for removal if knobs are attached too 

tightly for hand  removal. If the slots are used to tighten the 

knobs, the sight will be very difficult to remove. 

VIII. MAINTENANCE & CARE 

Use provided microfiber cleaning cloth to clean the lenses. 

The AT-MRD is water-resistant, this means that the sight will stand 

up in rainy or wet weather and perform as normal. However, the 

optic is not water proof and should not be submerged in water or 

liquid for any extended period of time.  

To clean the exterior of the sight, use a damp, soft cloth. 

VIII.  TROUBLESHOOTING 

If the AT-MRD does not illuminate, please check the following      

before contacting ATIBAL for service. 

1. Is the battery oriented correctly? Be sure the battery is 

installed with the + side facing upwards. 

2. Is the battery cover fully tightened in place?  

3. Is the battery dead? If so, replace the battery. 

IX.  WARRANTY INFORMATION 

ATIBAL’s number one priority is exceptional customer service.      

ATIBAL warrants your sight to be free from defects in materials and 

workmanship for the lifetime warranty of your product. All costs 

that are associated with the product shipment will be incurred by 

the owner. ATIBAL products, to be refunded or replaced under the 

warranty service, must be returned in original packaging with              

original  accessories and must include your completed Return                   

Authorization Request Form.  

A. This warranty does not cover defects caused by improper han-

dling (which includes stripping of screws and broken elevation 

and windage adjustments due to overturning), installation or 

maintenance, abnormal use or unapproved alterations. ATIBAL 

shall not, in any event, be liable for any damages, including any 

lost profits, lost savings or any  other incidental or                                  

consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use 

such products. This warranty gives the owner certain legal 

rights, and possibly other rights, which vary from  state to state. 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT US: info@atibalsights.com 

 

 


